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Graphs and Networks

Definition : Graphs/networks are mathematical models representing pairwise relationships 
between objects/data:
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Data1 Data2

All pairwise 
relationships

Data1 Data2

Data3

Why are they useful ?
Graphs offer a global view of data structure :

Extract global meaningful patterns, insights about data.
Increase performances, ex: classification from 5-20%.
Some tasks are only designed on networks, e.g. Google PageRank.
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Graphs and Networks
They are everywhere.
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Graphs/
Networks

=

Also in chemistry, NLP, physics, social 
science, communication networks, etc.
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Graph Theory

When did it start? Graphs have been studied since 1736, starting with Leonhard Euler and the 
famous problem of “Seven Bridges of Königsberg” :

Question : Can we find a path through the city that cross each bridge once and only once?  
Yes if the graph has even degree (needs cycles ⇒ all vertices must have even degree).
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Source: Wikipedia.Königsberg
City 

Simplification Graph 
representation

Answer: Not possible !

Graph theory offers analysis tools to use networks for all kind of applications :                       
from clustering to classification, visualization, recommendation, deep learning, etc.
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Classes of Graphs

In-built graphs :
Social networks : Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter
Biological networks : Brain connectivity and functionality, Gene regulatory networks
Communication networks : Internet, Networking Devices
Transportation networks : Trains, Cars, Airplanes, Pedestrians 
Power networks : Electricity, Water 
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US Electrical Network

Minnesota Road Network

Facebook

Brain 
Connectivity

Telecommunication
Network

Terminology : 
In-built graphs means no 
graph construction.
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Classes of Graphs

Constructed graphs (from data) : 
Examples:

MNIST image network
GTZAN music network
20NEWS text document network
3D meshes
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Graph of 20NEWS 
text documents

Graph of GTZAN 
music songs

Graph of MNIST 
images

Graph of 3D meshs
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Classes of Graphs
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How to construct graphs from data ?
No universal recipe but good common practices with domain expertise.

How much time is needed to construct a network from data?
It boils down to compute pairwise distances between data.
Exact computation of pairwise distances is time consuming.

Complexity is O(n2), n is #data.
For example: d=1K, n=1K     ⇒ time secs

n=100K  ⇒ time mins
n=1M     ⇒ time hours

Approximate computation of pairwise distances can be fast, but with bad 
approximation of true distances (as the dimension increases).

FLANN is a library for performing fast approximate nearest neighbor 
searches in high dimensional spaces

http://www.cs.ubc.ca/research/flann
K-d tree

Data1 Data2

Data3

http://www.cs.ubc.ca/research/flann
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Classes of Graphs

Mathematical/simulated graphs:
Erdos-Renyi graph (1959)
Stochastic block model (Faust-Wasserman ’92)
Lancichinetti-Fortunato-Radicchi (LFR) graph (‘08)
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Erdos-Renyi network
Why using artificial math networks ?

Advantages: 
Precise control of your data analysis model (data assumptions, best/worst/average 
performances). 
No need to perform extensive experiments (issue with deep learning).

Limitations: 
Most data assumptions are too restrictive.
It may be hard to check if your data follow the model assumptions.
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Basic Definitions
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Basic Definitions

Graphs : 
Fully defined by G=(V,E,W) :

V set of vertices/nodes,
E set of edges, and |V|=n,
W similarity/adjacency matrix.

Directed/undirected graphs: 
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i j

i 2 V j 2 V

Wij = 0.9

eij 2 E

G

undirected directed 
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Basic Definitions

Vertex degree : 
Binary graphs, Wij ={0,1} :     degree = #edges connected to a vertex
Weighted graphs, Wij in [0,1] :  degree : 

Shortest path : A path on a graph with the smallest possible distance.
Fast Algorithm: Dijkstra algorithm 1956.
A popular application: Road navigator, e.g. Los Angeles to San Francisco.
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di =
X

j2V

Wij

1 1

1
1

degree=4
Binary graph

0.1 0.2

0.6
0.4

degree=1.3
Weighted graph

Shortest path

Longest path

i
j
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Full vs. Sparse Graphs

Full/complete Graphs : 
Each vertex is connected to all other vertices.

Xavier Bresson 15

|E| = n(n� 1)

2
= O(n2)

Sparse Graphs: 
Each vertex is connected to a few other vertices (k=10-50).

|E| = O(n)
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Full vs. Sparse Graphs

Sparse networks are highly desirable for memory and computational efficiency.
Example: Internet has n= 4.42 billion pages (Oct 2018), http://www.worldwidewebsize.com

|E| = n2 = 1018 if it was full.
|E| = k.n = 1011 as it is (very) sparse.
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Good news : 
Most natural/real-world networks (like Facebook, Brain, 
Communication) are sparse. 
Sparsity ⇔ Structure

Full graph Sparse graph

http://www.worldwidewebsize.com/
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Adjacency/Similarity Matrix W

Matrix W in G=(V,E,W) contains all information about your network. 

There are two types of W:

Binary : Wij in {0,1}

Weighted : Wij in [0,1] (commonly normalized to 1)

Xavier Bresson 17

Wij =

⇢
1 if (i, j) 2 E
0 otherwise

1

3

G= 4

2

1

1

1
1

1 2 3 4

1
2
3
4

) W =

2

664

0 1 0 0
1 0 1 1
0 1 0 1
0 1 1 0

3

775

) W =

2

664

0 0.4 0 0
0.4 0 0.7 0.3
0 0.7 0 1
0 0.3 1 0

3

775Wij =

⇢
wij 2 [0, 1] if (i, j) 2 E
0 otherwise

0.3

G= 4

2

1

0.4

0.7
1

1
2
3
4

1 2 3 4
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Lab 01

Synthesize LFR social networks : 
Play with the mixing parameter μ :

μ small: communities well separated.
μ large: communities are mixed up.

Xavier Bresson 18

Community #1 Community #2

prin prout

µ =
prout
prin
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Curse of Dimensionality and Structure
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Curse of Dimensionality

Curse of dimensionality :

In high dimensions, Euclidean distance between data is meaningless : 

All data are far away from each other !

Result [Beyer’98]: 

Suppose data are uniformly distributed in Rd, 
pick any data xi then we have:
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limd!1 E
⇣d`2max(xi, V � xi)� d`2min(xi, V � xi)

d`2min(xi, V � xi)

⌘
! 0

�
�

�

�

�
�
� �

� �

Rd, d is large

xi!
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Curse of Dimensionality

Curse of dimensionality :

Loss of intuition in high dimensions : 

For example, Gaussian distribution of data.

In low-dim, most data are concentrated at the center.

In high-dim, most data are concentrated at the surface.

Xavier Bresson 21

1,000,000-D Gaussian

R1M

� ����
��
������

��
�

����
��

Most data

1-D Gaussian

Most data

R1

���� �����
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Blessing of Structure

Blessing of Structure :
Assumption “data are uniformly” distributed, i.e. data is random, is not true for 
real-world data. 
Data exhibit structures :

Universal properties like invariance, symmetry, etc.
Data belong to a low-dimensional space called a manifold.
On these low-dimensional surfaces, distance between data is meaningful.
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Uniform 
distribution 

of data
No structure/
Randomness

�
�

�

�

� �

�
�

�

�

Rd, d � 1

Non-Uniform 
distribution 

of data
Structureness

� ���
�

�
�

�

Rd, d � 1

Low-dim space
(manifold)
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Manifolds and Graphs
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Manifold Learning

It is challenging to discover structures hidden in the data because:

Curse of dimensionality : High-dimensional data

Volume of data : Large-scale datasets

A class of algorithms based on the manifold assumption has been developed.

This class is called manifold learning techniques (later discussed).

The data manifold can have a few dimensions (simple data) to hundreds dimensions 
(complex data).

Xavier Bresson 24

20News text documentsMNIST images 
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From Manifolds to Graphs

Manifold assumption : 

High-dim data are sampled from a low-dim manifold.

Example : Let x be a movie, each movie is defined by d features/attributes like genre, 
actors, release year, origin country, etc such that x in Rd. 

We make the assumption that all movies form a manifold in Rd.

Xavier Bresson 25

Rd, d � 1

x 2 Rd

�

��
�
���

� � ��
���

���
�

�
� �

Manifold M of 
all movies

dim(M)≪d 

Rd, d � 1

x 2 Rd

�

��
�
���

� � ��
���

���
�

�
� �

+
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From Manifolds to Graphs

Xavier Bresson 26

Rd, d � 1

x 2 Rd

�

��
�
���

� � ��
���

���
�

�
� �

Manifold M of 
all movies

dim(M)≪d 

Assumption validity : 

It is a good working hypothesis for :

Several types of data : Images, text documents, music, etc

Most data science tasks : Classification, visualization, recommendation, etc
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From Manifolds to Graphs

Graphs are discretizations of manifolds (or manifold samplings).

The manifold information is encoded by neighborhood graphs.

Note that we never see/form the manifold.

Xavier Bresson 27

Data points Graph
G=(V,E,W)

Manifold 
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From Manifolds to Graphs

Neighborhood Graphs : 

Most popular : k-NN graphs

Xavier Bresson 28

Wij =

(
e�

dist(xi,xj)
2

�2 if j 2 N k
i

0 otherwise

N k=4
i

i

where 

dist(xi,xj) is the distance between xi and xj (to be defined). 

σ is the scale parameter (value depends on data).

Ni
k is the neighborhood of data xi.
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Spectral Graph Theory
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Spectral Graph Theory

Graph analysis with spectral graph theory :

Given a data graph G=(V,E,W), use spectral graph theory (SGT) to :

Find meaningful patterns (multi-scale data structures)

Design data science tasks (clustering, classification, recommendation, etc) 

Analyze data on top of networks (Facebook users with messages, videos, etc)

Xavier Bresson 30
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Graph Laplacian

Graph Laplacian Operator L : 

The most powerful tool in SGT to analyze and process networks. 

(Linear) heat diffusion operator on graphs.

Basis functions of this operator are the well-known Fourier modes (on graphs) 
(later discussed).

Xavier Bresson 31

Heat propagation
with Laplacian:

s=heat 
source

st+1 = Lst
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Graph Laplacian Definitions

Un-normalized/combinatorial graph Laplacian (historical) :

Xavier Bresson 32

n⇥ n

n = |V |

D = diag(d1, ..., dn),

di =
X

j

Wij

with D is the degree matrix:Lun = D �W

Normalized Laplacian (most popular) :
Nice math properties s.a. robustness w.r.t. unbalanced sampling.

L = D�1/2LunD
�1/2 = In �D�1/2WD�1/2

Graph sampling of M
is unbalanced

Manifold M
Random Walk Laplacian (Google PageRank) :

L = D�1Lun = In �D�1W

All Laplacian are diffusion operators, but different diffusion properties.
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Graph Spectrum
Motivation : 

Study the modes of variation of the graph system.
Defined by the EigenValue Decomposition (EVD) of the Laplacian L.
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L = U⇤UT U = [u1, ..., un]

⇤ = diag(�1, ...,�n)

Luk = �kuk

huk, uk0i =
⇢

1 if k = k0

0 otherwise

0 = �min = �1  �2  ...  �n = �max  2

Interpretations :
uk: Fourier modes, i.e. vibration modes of the graph.
λk: Frequencies of the Fourier modes uk, i.e. how fast they vibrate.
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Lab 02

Properties :

First eigenvectors correspond to smoothest modes of vibration of the graph. 

Last eigenvectors are associated to highest frequencies of the graph. 

Xavier Bresson 34

Graph = Regular grids 
(JPEG image compression, most used worldwide)

Graph = Meshes in graphics 
(Google 3D shape recognition)
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Neuroscience

Neuroscience :

Goal: Find meaningful activation patterns in brain using structural MRI 
and functional MRI. 
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Connectivity 
of the brain

(fibers connecting
regions)

Graph 
connectivity

Time series 
at this location

Dynamic activity 
of the brain

Methodology : 

Construct the dynamic network G. 

Compute the mode of brain vibrations : 

G ⇒ L ⇒ uk ⇒ Dynamic activation patterns.

Time edges

Graph of brain 
connectivity t1 t2 time

G =
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Neuroscience
Results : 

Reveal the dynamic patterns related to basic functional tasks : 

Vision, body motor, language, etc

Xavier Bresson 36
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Outline

Construct Graphs from Data
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Graph Construction

Optimal graph construction is an open problem.

It depends on data and analysis task. 

However, good practices exist and domain expertise is essential. 

Three questions :

What type of graphs?

What distance between data?

What data features?

Xavier Bresson 38
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Type of Graphs
Neighborhood graphs : 

ɛ-graphs
Full graphs, not used in practice (but for math analysis)

k-NN graphs
Parameters: 

k = #nearest neighbors
Common k values are 5-30.

σ = scale parameter
Global scale : σ = mean distance of all kth neighbors

Local scale : σi = distance of the kth neighbor of vertex i (Zelnik-Perona’04)
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Wij =

(
e�

dist(xi,xj)
2

�2 if j 2 N k
i

0 otherwise

Wij =

(
e
� dist(xi,xj)

2

�i�j if j 2 N k
i

0 otherwise
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Data distance

Euclidean distance : 

Good for low-dim data d<10.

Good for high-dim data with clear structures (MNIST).

Xavier Bresson 40

d`2(xi, xj) = kxi � xjk2 =

vuut
dX

m=1

|xi,m � xj,m|2

xi

xj

d`2

MNIST images 
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Data distance
Cosine distance : 

Good for high-dim and sparse data (s.a. text documents).
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dcos(xi, xj) =
��� cos�1

⇣ hxi, xji
kxik2kxjk2

⌘��� = |✓ij |

xi

1

xi

kxik2
= Projection on

L2 unit sphere

xi

xj

|✓ij | = dcos

1

[ [X = kxik2 = 1

x1

xn

xi

n⇥ d

n

d

Other distances : Kullback-Leibler (information theory), Wasserstein (earth’s mover, optimal 
transport), domain expert distances, etc.

20News text documents
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Data Features
Three types of data features :

Raw features (e.g. pixel color, movie features s.a. genre, actors, year, etc)
Hand-crafted features (e.g. SIFT in computer vision)
Learned features (s.a. PCA, NMF, sparse coding, deep learning)

Graph construction task :
It is usually not good to use directly raw data as features for this task. 
A better approach is to transform raw data into meaningful data representation by extracting 
features and use them for graph construction.

This trick is known as the bag of “words” (histograms of good features).
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xi 2 Rd ! zi 2 Re

Raw data
s.a. image

Features
s.a. car features, flower features

Feature
Extraction

Histogram
of features

Car 
features

Flower
features

zi

⇒

Wij = e�
dist(zi,zj)

2

�2

Wij = e�
dist(xi,xj)

2

�2
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Data Pre-Processing

Center data (along each feature dimension) : 
zero-mean property (very common)

Normalize variance (along each feature dimension) : 
z-scoring property

Projection on l2-sphere (along each data dimension) :

Normalize max and min value :   
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[ [ Along data dim

Along feature dim

d

nX =

n x d

xi  xi �mean({xi})

xi  xi/std({xi})

std({xi}) =
sX

j

|xj �mean({xi}|2

xi  xi/kxik2

xi 2 [0, 1] xi
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Lab 03

Demo :
Pre-processing
Construct k-NN graphs
Visualize distances
Visualize W
Test graph quality with clustering accuracy

Xavier Bresson 44
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Lab 03
Exercise :

Construct a network of text documents

Xavier Bresson 45
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Outline

Graph science pipeline
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Graph Science Pipeline

Step 1 : Data ⇒ Graph (if needed)

Xavier Bresson 47

High-dim 
Raw data

Data 
Features

Feature
Extraction

Graph

Graph
Construction

Good 
Practices

Domain
Expertise 

Step 2 : Graph ⇒ Analysis

Graph

Graph
Analysis Identify

Patterns

Data
AnalysisMake use of

Graphs

Unsupervised 
Learning

Supervised 
Learning

Recommendat
ion

Feature
ExtractionVisualization
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Outline

Unsupervised clustering
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K-Means

Most popular unsupervised clustering algorithm.

Description : 
Given n data xi in Rd, K-Means partitions the data into K clusters S1,…,SK that 
minimize the mean square error (MSE) objective:
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E(M,S) =
KX

k=1

X

xi2Sk

kxi �mkk22

M = {m1, ...,mK}
S = {S1, ..., SK}

Means:
Clusters:

kth cluster
kth mean

Distance between xi
and its mean mk

Sk Sk0

xi

mk mk0
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K-Means

Expectation-Maximization (EM) approach (Lloyd’57, Forgy’65):

Initialization : Random initial means 

Iterate until convergence : l=0,1,2,…

Cluster update (Expectation step) :  

Mean update (Maximization step) :
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Sl+1
k = {xi : kxi �ml

kk22  kxi �ml
k0k22, 8k0 6= k}

ml+1
k =

P
xi2Sl+1

k
xi

|Sl+1
k |

Voronoi cell
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Lab 04

K-means : 

Xavier Bresson 51
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K-Means

Properties of EM Algorithm :

Advantages :

Monotonic : El+1 ≤ El for all iterations.

Convergence is guaranteed.

Speed/complexity: O(n.d.K.#iter), where #iter=nb iterations to converge

Easy to implement

Several extensions : K-Medians, K-hyperplans, other distances.

K-Means has relationships with other well-known algorithms (like PCA, NMF).

Xavier Bresson 52
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K-Means

Properties of EM Algorithm :

Limitations :

Non-convex energy, NP-hard problem.

Existence of local minimizers :  

Some are good, some are bad.

Good initialization is critical.

Restart many times and pick the solution with the lowest energy value.

K-Means assume that data follows a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM).

Clusters are linearly separable and spherical. 
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K-Means does not 
work for non-

linear separable 
data.
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Kernel K-Means

Kernel trick : 
Map data to a higher-dimensional space 
where data can be linearly separated.
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Rd Re, e > d

�(·)

�(xi)xi

)

New objective function : 
Kernel K-Means energy :

E(M,S) =
KX

k=1

X

xi2Sk

✓ik�(xi)�mkk22

xi ! �(xi)Weight contribution
of data xi

Sl+1
k = {xi : k�(xi)�ml

kk22  k�(xi)�ml
k0k22, 8k0 6= k}

Cluster update :

Mean update :
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Spectral K-Means

Re-write the kernel K-Means objective as a trace optimization problem :
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min
Y

�tr(Y T⇥1/2K⇥1/2Y ) s.t. Y TY = IK and Y 2 SInd

Yik =

(
( ✓iP

j2Sk✓j

)1/2 if i 2 Sk

0 otherwise

The optimization problem is a NP-hard.

Spectral relaxation : We drop the indicator constraint Y in Sind.

Spectral Theorem : Solution Y is given by the largest K eigenvectors of matrix A (EVD).

max
Y

tr(Y TAY ) s.t. Y TY = IK with A = ⇥1/2K⇥1/2

Kij = h�(xi),�(xj)i
<latexit sha1_base64="tqUjXAd0B+5tDDY9GXjY6WBSTqU=">AAACFXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GSxCC6UkRdCNUHAjuKlgL9CEMJlO2mknkzAzEUvoS7jxVdy4UMSt4M63cZpmoa0HBj7+/xzOnN+PGZXKsr6NldW19Y3NwlZxe2d3b988OGzLKBGYtHDEItH1kSSMctJSVDHSjQVBoc9Ixx9fzfzOPRGSRvxOTWLihmjAaUAxUlryzOqNl9LRFF5ChyE+YAQ68ZCWHzxaqeY0qkBHZJ5nlqyalRVcBjuHEsir6ZlfTj/CSUi4wgxJ2bOtWLkpEopiRqZFJ5EkRniMBqSnkaOQSDfNrprCU630YRAJ/biCmfp7IkWhlJPQ150hUkO56M3E/7xeooILN6U8ThTheL4oSBhUEZxFBPtUEKzYRAPCguq/QjxEAmGlgyzqEOzFk5ehXa/ZVs2+PSs16nkcBXAMTkAZ2OAcNMA1aIIWwOARPINX8GY8GS/Gu/Exb10x8pkj8KeMzx927Z2y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tqUjXAd0B+5tDDY9GXjY6WBSTqU=">AAACFXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GSxCC6UkRdCNUHAjuKlgL9CEMJlO2mknkzAzEUvoS7jxVdy4UMSt4M63cZpmoa0HBj7+/xzOnN+PGZXKsr6NldW19Y3NwlZxe2d3b988OGzLKBGYtHDEItH1kSSMctJSVDHSjQVBoc9Ixx9fzfzOPRGSRvxOTWLihmjAaUAxUlryzOqNl9LRFF5ChyE+YAQ68ZCWHzxaqeY0qkBHZJ5nlqyalRVcBjuHEsir6ZlfTj/CSUi4wgxJ2bOtWLkpEopiRqZFJ5EkRniMBqSnkaOQSDfNrprCU630YRAJ/biCmfp7IkWhlJPQ150hUkO56M3E/7xeooILN6U8ThTheL4oSBhUEZxFBPtUEKzYRAPCguq/QjxEAmGlgyzqEOzFk5ehXa/ZVs2+PSs16nkcBXAMTkAZ2OAcNMA1aIIWwOARPINX8GY8GS/Gu/Exb10x8pkj8KeMzx927Z2y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tqUjXAd0B+5tDDY9GXjY6WBSTqU=">AAACFXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GSxCC6UkRdCNUHAjuKlgL9CEMJlO2mknkzAzEUvoS7jxVdy4UMSt4M63cZpmoa0HBj7+/xzOnN+PGZXKsr6NldW19Y3NwlZxe2d3b988OGzLKBGYtHDEItH1kSSMctJSVDHSjQVBoc9Ixx9fzfzOPRGSRvxOTWLihmjAaUAxUlryzOqNl9LRFF5ChyE+YAQ68ZCWHzxaqeY0qkBHZJ5nlqyalRVcBjuHEsir6ZlfTj/CSUi4wgxJ2bOtWLkpEopiRqZFJ5EkRniMBqSnkaOQSDfNrprCU630YRAJ/biCmfp7IkWhlJPQ150hUkO56M3E/7xeooILN6U8ThTheL4oSBhUEZxFBPtUEKzYRAPCguq/QjxEAmGlgyzqEOzFk5ehXa/ZVs2+PSs16nkcBXAMTkAZ2OAcNMA1aIIWwOARPINX8GY8GS/Gu/Exb10x8pkj8KeMzx927Z2y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tqUjXAd0B+5tDDY9GXjY6WBSTqU=">AAACFXicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9RV26GSxCC6UkRdCNUHAjuKlgL9CEMJlO2mknkzAzEUvoS7jxVdy4UMSt4M63cZpmoa0HBj7+/xzOnN+PGZXKsr6NldW19Y3NwlZxe2d3b988OGzLKBGYtHDEItH1kSSMctJSVDHSjQVBoc9Ixx9fzfzOPRGSRvxOTWLihmjAaUAxUlryzOqNl9LRFF5ChyE+YAQ68ZCWHzxaqeY0qkBHZJ5nlqyalRVcBjuHEsir6ZlfTj/CSUi4wgxJ2bOtWLkpEopiRqZFJ5EkRniMBqSnkaOQSDfNrprCU630YRAJ/biCmfp7IkWhlJPQ150hUkO56M3E/7xeooILN6U8ThTheL4oSBhUEZxFBPtUEKzYRAPCguq/QjxEAmGlgyzqEOzFk5ehXa/ZVs2+PSs16nkcBXAMTkAZ2OAcNMA1aIIWwOARPINX8GY8GS/Gu/Exb10x8pkj8KeMzx927Z2y</latexit>

Kernel K = Adjacency graph matrix W ! 
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EigenValue Decomposition (EVD)

Suppose A is symmetric and positive semi-definite (PSD) 
(all kernel matrices are symmetric and PSD by construction).

By definition, EVD decomposes A as follows :
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Ayk = �kyk
�max = �1 � �2 � ... � �K

hyk, yk0i =
⇢

1 if k = k0

0 otherwise

Y TY = IK,with

The top/largest K eigenvalues/eigenvectors λk solve the optimization problem :

tr(Y TAY ) =
KX

k=1

yTk Ayk =
KX

k=1

yTk �kyk =
KX

k=1

�khyk, yki =
KX

k=1

�k

K largest values
,

max
Y

tr(Y TAY ) s.t. Y TY = IK
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Spectral K-Means

Spectral K-Means algorithm has three steps :
Compute :  A = Θ1/2 K Θ1/2

Solve EVD for the largest K eigenvectors :  Ayk = λkyk ,  k=1,..,K 
Binarization step : Use the solution Y as embedding coordinates of X 

and apply the standard K-Means on Y.

Spectral solution is an approximate solution of the original NP-hard kernel K-Means problem. 

Spectral techniques (based on EVD or SVD) do not scale well to big data as EVD or SVD 
complexity is O(n3). 

Stochastic EVD can be used.
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Lab 05

Demo :
Most popular spectral unsupervised clustering technique is Ncut (Shi-Malik’00).
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Outline

Visualization
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Visualization Problem

Data visualization is the same problem as data representation.
Data representation : 

Find the best dictionary D to represent data x.
Call the projected data z on D and use them as coordinates for 2D or 3D visualization.
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xi 2 Rd, d � 1

zi 2 R3

zi 2 R2

2D visualization

3D visualization
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Visualization Techniques

Visualization techniques are called dimensionality reduction techniques.
They aim at mapping data into a lower-dimensional space, 2D or 3D.

Linear dimensionality reduction (LDR) techniques.
Assumption: Data follow a linear structure. 

They can be represented on a low-dimensional hyperplane.
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Rd, d � 1

xi

xi 2 Rd

+

+

+ +
+

++

A : xi ! zi zi 2 Rm = A xi

Hyperplane Rm, m ⌧ d

zi
+ +

+
+

+

A1,·

Am,·
)

Find a linear
mapping A s.t.

LDR
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Visualization Techniques

Non-linear dimensionality reduction (NLDR) techniques.

Assumption: Data follow a non-linear structure. 

They can be represented on a low-dimensional curved spaces, i.e. manifolds.

NLDR techniques are also called manifold learning techniques.
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Rd, d � 1

xi

xi 2 Rd

)
Find a non-linear
mapping φ s.t.

NLDR

' : xi ! zi zi 2 Rm = '(xi)

Manifold M ⇢ Rd,

dim(M) = m ⌧ d

zi
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Visualization Techniques

Non-linear dimensionality reduction (NLDR) techniques.

Popular example : Swiss roll
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Outline

Visualization

Spectral technique
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Laplacian Eigenmaps

Spectral visualization technique by Belkin-Niyogi’03.

Popular to visualize high-dimensional data points.

Idea : 
Design a mapping from high-dimensional space to low-
dimensional space such that the geometric distances 
between pair of neighbors data are preserved.

Manifold assumption : 
Data are sampled from a manifold M.
The manifold is represented by a k-nearest neighbors 
graph.
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'

Rd, d � 1

xi

+
+

xj ++

R3

'(xi)
'(xj)

M

G
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Laplacian Eigenmaps

Differential Geometry : 

Eigenfunctions vk of continuous Laplace-Beltrami ΔM serves as embedding coordinates of M.

Discretization of ΔM = graph Laplacian L.
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v1

v2

Unwrap

'
v1

v2

⇒
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Laplacian Eigenmaps

Formalization in 1D :
1D Visualization : Map a graph G=(V,E,W) to a line such that neighbor data on G stay as 
close as possible on the line.
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xi ' yi = '(xi)

) Line RGraph G

Find the coordinates yi=φ(xi) of xi on the low-dimensional manifold M such that :

min
y

X

ij

Wij(yi � yj)
2 (1)

Interpretation of (1) : 

As Wij=1 if xi close to xj, then miny Σ Wij(yi-yj)2 implies that yi is close to yj.

Observe that we never compute 
the mapping φ explicitely !
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Laplacian Eigenmaps

Formalization in 2D and 3D :

K-D Visualization : Generalizing (1) to K dimensions is straightforward.
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min
Y

X

k

Y T
·,kLY·,k = tr(Y TLY ) s.t. Y TY = IK

Graph Laplacian

Spectral solution : Largest K eigenvectors of graph Laplacian L.

L
EVD
= U⇤UT ! Y = UK

Properties:
Advantage :

Global solution (independent of initialization)
Limitation:

Complexity is O(K.n2).
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Lab 06 

Spectral visualization with Laplacian Eigenmaps :
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MNIST 
PCA

MNIST 
Lap Eigenmaps
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Outline

Visualization

T-SNE technique
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T-SNE

T-distribution Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (T-SNE)
Most popular visualization technique

Description: 
Let φ be the mapping/embedding function such that yi=φ(xi).  
Let pij be the distribution of high-dimensional data.
Let qij the distribution of the computed low-dimensional data.
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qij(y) =
(1 + kyi � yjk22)�1

P
k(1 + kyi � ykk22)�1

Embedding coordinates of high-dim data

pij =
e�kxi�xjk2

2/�
2
i

P
k e

�kxi�xkk2
2/�

2
i

�i = kth nearest neighbor distance from xi
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T-SNE

Description : 

T-SNE minimizes the Kullback-Leibler distance between the high- and low-dimensional 
data distributions : 
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min
y

KL(P,Q(y)) =
X

ij

pij log
pij

qij(y)

ym+1
i = ymi � 4⌧

X

j

(pij � qij)(1 + kxi � xjk2)�1(ymi � yj)

)

Gradient descent technique
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T-SNE
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Advantages :

Local distance preservation (as LapEigenmaps) : 

Minimizing KL forces distribution qij to be close to distribution pij.

T-SNE does not assume the existence of a manifold : 

More flexibility to visualize more complex hidden structures.

Limitations :

Non-convex energy :

Existence of bad local solutions, problem of initialization (PCA is used as initialization).

(Very) slow optimization (by gradient descent).
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T-SNE
Visualizing video games [DeepMind’14] :
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T-SNE
Visualizing Star Wars universe :
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Lab 07 

T-SNE for images and text documents : 
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Questions?
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